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VLADIMIR KARAMAZOV
Bulgarian Actor, Producer and Public Figure

vladimirkaramazov.com Sofia, Bulgaria

SUMMARY
I've been convinced that some kind of magic happens on the 
stage since I was a child. Nowadays, besides acting, I also make 
my own productions. I highly value quality, and never 
compromise on it. I get energized by people who stand their 
ground.

EXPERIENCE

CEO, Co-Founder & Actor
Three Bears Entertainment Production Company

Sofia, Bulgaria

Co-founded Thee Bears Entertainment with the actors Yulian Vergov 
and Zahari Baharov, to put forward product quality, actor 
development, and the importance of the audience in the play.

Actor
Freelance

Sofia, Bulgaria

Took part in 45 plays, 4 TV series, and 10 movies
80% of my roles were main. 

Actor
Ivan Vazov National Theatre 

Sofia, Bulgaria

Played 20+ roles in the oldest and best known acting institution in 
Bulgaria.

EDUCATION

BA in Drama Theatre Acting
National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts

Sofia, Bulgaria

Prof. Nadezhda Seikova's Class

MOST PROUD OF

Becoming an actor 
Fulfilled my biggest dream by putting my
heart and soul into overcoming multiple
obstacles on my way.

Traveled the world
Visited 49 countries around the world,
with each place bringing new perspectives
into my life and helping me break my 
limits.

Becoming an independent actor
Earned the liberty to stay away from 
mediocrity by choosing my own roles, and
the people I work with.

SUPERPOWERS

Persistent
I simply never give up.

Curious
Bravely entering new fields, where I turn
the lack of knowledge into fuel for action.

Precise
Aiming for perfection in everything I do,
whether visible for the others, or not.

CAUSES I SUPPORT
European Theatre Night
Have been promoting theatre events among 
Bulgarian audience since 2014.
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DISTINCTIONS

Ivan Dimov Award
given to young talents for 
exceptional achievements 
in the artistic field.

Lyubimets 13 Award
for actor's group in 2016 
with Yulian Vergov and 
Zahari Baharov.

Golden Century 
Award
by the Ministry of Culture 
in Republic of Bulgaria – for 
contribution to national 
culture.

Listed in Forbes      
Top 70
ranking the most popular 
celebrities in Bulgaria for 
2015.

Ikar and Askeer 
Awards Nominee
for special contribution in 
the field of theatre acting.

Listed in Darik Radio's 
Top 50
most influencial Bulgarians 
on Facebook for 2015.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Theatre roles

Event promotions & roles in 
commercials
Movie roles & TV appearance

Dubbing movies & 
commercials

MOST MEMORABLE ROLES
Alain Reille 
In "God of Carnage", Ivan Vazov 
National Theatre

Panto Voulchev
In "The Tree of Life", Bulgarian TV 
series

Casanova
In "Casanova - Requiem for Love", 
Avignon Theatre Festival, France

Ivan
In "Art", Aleko Konstantinov 
Satirical Theatre

The Fisherman
In "The Fisherman and his Soul", 
199 Theatre

Romeo
In "Romeo and Juliet", Ivan Vazov 
National Theatre

CAUSES I SUPPORT
UNICEF
Participated in multiple charity events, concerts, 
and telethons in support of children rights.

Fotissimo Family
Took part in Maxim Eshkenazy's program four 
years in a row – it aims to arouse children's 
interest in classical music through a series of 
educational concerts and spectacles.

Wings for Life World Run
Supported the global charity event aiming to 
collect money for spinal cord research. 

LANGUAGES
Bulgarian

English

Russian

PASSIONS

Motorcycling
Getting the adrenaline dose I need to stay 
balanced. Also, a MotoGP fan.

Art
I know all Bulgarian plastic arts sculptors 
working with bronze.

Scuba Diving
Exploring the beauty of the undersea 
world.


